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Abstract—Industrial Ethernet offers greater flexibility and
potentially lower deployment costs than traditional fieldbuses.
Ethernet is already the preferred communication technology from
the controller and is expected to penetrate the instrument area
also. Engineering and operation of these networks is introducing
new challenges in the industrial automation field, including the
lack of appropriate Quality of Service (QoS) metrics for these
applications. This paper presents an overview of the industrial
Ethernet landscape, shows the challenges around QoS parameters
and shows an example engineering support function. Through
this example, it presents different approaches and decisions taken
for the proof of concept implementation. An overview about the
issues related to representation and generation of configuration
data, support of multiple vendors in the engineering phase
and also during operation. The paper concludes with showing
the differences between QoS metrics in industrial and office
networks. The implemented proof-of-concept tool shows that bulk
configuration of devices opens a QoS aware deployment process.

Keywords—industrial Ethernet, QoS, metrics, engineering, in-
frastructure, switch, configuration, life cycle, multi vendor

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is an extended version of [1], Mass Configura-
tion of Network Devices in Industrial Environments presented
at ICN2013. In addition to the original, the scope of the
paper is extended with industrial QoS aspects to show, why
automated or aided configuration of network devices is crucial
in industrial environments.

A modern industrial communication system contains a
considerable amount of nodes interconnected with Ethernet
and current trends point towards moving the Ethernet con-
nectivity down to instrument level. Having an all-Ethernet in-
frastructure offers several advantages over traditional fieldbus-
based or Ethernet-fieldbus mixed networks. These include
simpler deployment by using the same connectors and wires
over the whole network, ample bandwidth, wide range of
communication hardware and easy connectivity towards office
networks or the internet.

One of the main drawbacks is a result of the inherently
different network topology compared to office environments.
In industry, the bus-like structure has proven to reduce costs
with cutting cabling need. In these scenarios, the backbone is
usually composed as a ring and the devices, sub networks or
other devices are connected to this with small switches (up to
approx. 10 ports).

In such structures, switched Ethernet is still operational but
not at it’s optimal parameters, as, e.g., collisions are eliminated

Fig. 1. Comparison of typical switch sizes in industry and other fields

but the traffic aggregation on the ring interfaces can lead to
queueing. Important QoS parameters, e.g., convergence time
and jitter are both negatively affected by the typical industrial
topologies.

The use of small switches lead also to deep and sparse
spanning trees which limit the performance of the Rapid
Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP) and have a negative impact
on the reconfiguration time in case of link failure. Time
synchronization of devices also suffers from the long distance
between different part of the networks and has been mitigated
by introducing the more precise IEEE 1588 Precision Time
Protocol (PTP).

To mitigate the issues associated with the deep spanning
trees and the growing RSTP convergence time, several in-
dustrial redundancy protocols were introduced from special
versions of RSTP through proprietary ring protocols, doubled
networks to overlay networks.

Engineering of networks composed from small switches
results in typically a magnitude more devices than a compa-
rable office network (e.g., a bigger refinery can have several
hundreds of switches with a typical branching factor of 4-
7) as shown on Figure 1. During engineering and Factory
Acceptance Test (FAT), the effort of configuring these devices
is high and severely influences the competitiveness. In the
majority of cases, the actual configuration of the devices can be
described with setting port-VLAN allocations, RSTP priorities,
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) parameters
and performance monitoring. These steps currently require
manual work, which is increasing cost during engineering
and also leads to increased resource usage during FAT as
configuration errors may happen.

QoS parameters are often evaluated at the end of the
engineering process as part of the FAT which might result
in an iterative process with changing structures. The main
showstopper as the author can see, is that the QoS metrics
used in office or telecommunication networks cannot be used
directly in industrial networks.
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Fig. 2. Typical industrial Ethernet topologies

The primary aspects, which cause differences in the oper-
ation and hence the QoS metrics to be used are described in
the following sections.

A. Topology

A key area, where industrial networks do differ consider-
ably from their office counterparts is the topology used. In an
office environment, the network is structured to resemble an
equalized tree as much as possible. Also, high port density
switches are used to lower the hierarchy levels in the network.

The industrial environment, as stated earlier, resembles
more a bus-like topology. Ring-based redundancy solutions
[2], traditional planning and cabling cost both force network
engineering towards the use of rings as backbone and small
switches to connect the few nodes which are located close.

Ring structures are beneficial for redundancy, but are prob-
lematic for traffic engineering. These rings aggregate traffic
and force longer paths in the network than in a comparable
office counterpart.

Ring mitigates the main risk of a bus topology by allowing
the failure of one link and still keeping the network in
operation. The long paths introduced by a bus however are
still present. Where the constraints allow, it is beneficial to
use a redundant star network [3].

B. Network segmentation

The traffic aggregation of rings do cause other issues too,
especially if multi- or broadcast traffic is involved. In a typical
installation, several industrial protocols are in use. In order to
reach a more stable network and avoid that nodes are receiving
unnecessary traffic, these networks are often segmented into
several Virtual LANs (VLANs). The convergence of different
networks on the same physical media also makes network
management different compared to legacy systems.

C. Configuration and Maintenance

Current industry practice builds on a detailed network
drawing and unit-to-unit configuration of the network devices
as part of the deployment. Here, in most cases, the built-in
web configuration solutions of the different vendors are used,
although some provide their tools for own product lines which
enable configuration of multiple units.

From the engineering viewpoint, setting up these devices
one-by-one is a great risk, as the chance of human error is high.
This risk is mitigated with additional resources, meaning more
work hours to check the actual setup [4].

From maintenance viewpoint, this situation is even worse.
Most installations have a long life expectancy and, therefore
future maintenance engineers will either face 10-15 year old
web interfaces if they have to modify something or the
the problems associated with replacing the old device and
migrating the configuration to a new one.

The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of the
issues with the use of Ethernet in the industry-typical engi-
neering practices and scenarios. These include network layout,
QoS requirements, e.g., redundancy, time synchronization or
maintenance and bulk configuration.

II. QUALITY OF SERVICE IN INDUSTRIAL ETHERNET

Ethernet is expected to overtake the role as first choice for
communication in industry installations for the majority of the
cases. Although it is superior in bandwidth compared to any
fieldbus used before, the past history of lacking determinism
has raised concerns in the industry. The problems associated
with traffic scheduling, prioritization and loss have been ex-
plored since both in industrial and other networks, mainly
related to audio and video (AV) applications.

QoS is an objective measure of the network performance
based on a defined set of metrics. For the AV applications
the defined metrics include bandwidth, jitter, delay and loss.
These are all relevant to the industrial applications, however,
the weights cannot be mapped directly and in some cases
the requirements are more strict in an industrial environment.
An example would be the tolerance for jitter in industrial
applications, in motion control (typically less than 1 ms) or
factory automation (typically up to 10 ms). Since data in these
examples are used in machine to machine communication,
failing under delivery might lead to production stop resulting
in direct economic loss instead of reduced user experience.

QoS solutions can be categorized into the two classes
defined by IntServ and DiffServ.

A. IntServ

IntServ aims to implement QoS features that can enable to
implement circuit switched like services on a packet switched
network. It offers a fine grained system, where all nodes in the
core network run IntServ and by using the Resource Reserva-
tion Protocol (RSVP) to create communication channels with
end-to-end QoS. Resources along the whole path are reserved
for the specific stream fulfilling absolute timing and bandwidth
requirements.

B. DiffServ

DiffServ provides relative traffic prioritization and thus no
absolute QoS parameters. Guarantees are not given and the
traffic classification is only valid for the specific device. No
end-to-end guarantees are given, also not for the insertion into
a specific priority queue. The solution is more scalable, as the
intermediate nodes do not need to keep track of all streams,
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there is no end-to-end resource reservation and only a few
priority queues are used.

The two classes show the fundamental difference between
absolute and relative QoS guarantees.

Currently, DiffServ is the preferred solution for internet
traffic as this solution is scalable and offers good enough
service quality assuming appropriate over provisioning of
resources. The relative traffic priorities given by DiffServ
however are not a perfect match for industrial applications.
What industry expects is much closer to the granularity of what
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) provided in the QoS
field, or if some of the most critical applications are covered by
technologies with intrinsic QoS (e.g., EtherCAT), by IntServ.
Although not scalable, IntServ-like QoS can still be a valid
solution for industry as critical traffic is either used only inside
LANs or is transmitted over Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
(SDH) or Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) links with
strict Service Level Agreements (SLAs). The implementation
of an IntServ-like absolute traffic prioritization is however at
the moment not a prime objective in industrial environments.
The over provisioning of resources and the possibility to
take demanding processes into a segment with intrinsic QoS
allows the use of standard Ethernet with the existing, relative
traffic prioritization and store-and-forward switching. If ample
bandwidth is provided, a probabilistic upper bound with good
confidence can be given on transmission parameters.

In addition to the AV-typical metrics, there are some
network properties, which have to be taken into account in an
industrial environment and can be addressed in the engineering
phase. These are mostly caused by the specific structures
and processes used. An example is the low branching factor.
During engineering it is possible to aim for shorter paths in
the network between critical nodes or to try to equalize at least
parts of the network (e.g., using an AVL-tree [5]).

C. Industrial Ethernet overview

Industrial Ethernet is already the communication technol-
ogy expected to be present from the controller to the operator
workstations and beyond. In the field level, there are still
some applications preferring fieldbuses but the trend here also
shows the growing market share of Ethernet. In the following,
industrial Ethernet is used to reference the use of Ethernet
technology in industrial environments (on OSI Layer 2) despite
that several of the industrial Ethernet protocols are in fact on
upper layers.

Using switched Ethernet offers several benefits in the
industrial field, including:

• high bandwidth,

• off the shelf, low cost technology,

• seamless integration with office and telecommunica-
tion networks,

• network convergence incorporating automation, secu-
rity and safety.

In [3], the traditional split of three different networks used
in the industrial field is shown. The structure shows a heritage

Controller Controller

Plant network/intranet

Client/server network

Control network

Fieldbus

Workplaces Servers

ERP, Remote control

Proxy

Fig. 3. Automation network hierarchy

of the field buses what explains the frequently used bus and
ring topologies.

Considerable efforts in industrial network research are
spent on the fields of QoS, time synchronization, redundancy
and network convergence.

One of the main assumed drawbacks of Ethernet in au-
tomation was the CSMA/CD algorithm used for multiple
access. Although the problem of collisions is not present any
more (as all networks are implemented as switched, full-
duplex Ethernet and thus CSMA/CD is not being run), the
probabilistic nature of Ethernet has raised severe concerns on
Ethernet’s capability to replace strictly scheduled fieldbuses
despite the much higher available bandwidth [7]. Industrial
applications are now shifting towards the use of 1G links also
for the field and control network level, thus traffic, except high
frequency control and sampling, can be carried with standard
Ethernet equipment.

Data refresh rates differ depending on the field and usage
of the industrial network.

Class Grace time Desciption
Uncritical <10 s ERP, Manufacturing

Automation <1 s human interface
Benign <100 ms process, manufacturing
Critical <10 ms synchronized drives

For high refresh rates and hard-real time applications
several technologies have been developed, where EtherCAT
is one of the most popular solutions.

EtherCAT implements a ring with a master device con-
nected to both ends and slaves chained on the ring. The
master sends out the frames on the network and the slaves,
while the signals are passing through the network interface, are
exchanging information (Figure 4). The frame is not stored in
any way on the slaves and the latency in crossing the EtherCAT
ring is fixed. EtherCAT is offering intrinsic QoS, as the jitter
is practically 0, the cycle times can be calculated prior to
deployment and time synchronization is provided through a
distributed clock synchronization algorithm.

The master can be connected to the rest of the industrial
network with an additional network interface.
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Fig. 4. Structure of the EtherCAT frame [8]

D. Time synchronization

The need for synchronized operation throughout the net-
work is required by most applications, although the precision
need and the impact of keeping the limit differs. In a typical
non-industrial example system, like a stock exchange system
or Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) the precision limit is
more relaxed than, e.g., controlling a surveyor belt, where
the high-speed belt is driven by hundreds of electric motors
which need to operate synchronous to change the overall speed.
The required degree of accuracy also depends on the specific
application.

In non-industrial applications, typically the precision
reached by Network Time Protocol (NTP) is adequate, while
industrial efforts and lately also audio-video standardization
is expecting IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) to
serve as synchronization protocol. The combined effort of
industry and AV fields are also shown in, that the original
IEEE Audio-Video Bridging task group has changed name to
Time-Sensitive Networking incorporating also automation.

The synchronization of the local and the system clock is
achieved by periodic exchange of messages. Both SNTP and
PTP offer by default a system-wide relative clock synchro-
nization which is enabling the operation of the process. In
case absolute time synchronization is required (e.g., logging
of events also between different networks), a suitable external
time source is required. As an example, the GPS service or a
land-based clock signal can serve as a high precision time
source. Synchronization to a global time reference is also
required if the system is composed from different installations
where there is no possibility of a direct network-wide time
synchronization solution.

1) Network Time Protocol: NTP can provide a satisfactory
synchronization service [9] if the required precision is in the
10s of milliseconds range or millisecond range if SNTP is
used [10]. The protocol is implemented as a software-only
component [11] and is widely supported. Despite the relative
precision of the protocol, in most cases the precision re-
quirement of industrial Ethernet networks does require higher
precision, which requires the use of PTP.

2) Precision Time Protocol: PTP was defined to allow
much more precise time synchronization [12] and as such
allow the use of Ethernet for applications where the time
precision throughout the network needs to read nanosecond
range. To reach the required precision, PTP is using hard-

Fig. 5. RSTP redundancy is provided by stand-by links

ware support, a timestamping mechanism integrated into the
network adapter of the nodes. The close connection to the
NIC is also a limitation, as currently it can only be used on
Ethernet networks [13]. The upcoming v3 splits the protocol
into a hardware dependent and independent part and opens for
different physical bearers.

3) IEEE 802.1AS: The protocol implements a strictly-
defined subset of PTP while extending the usage area towards
wireless LANs and other physical media than wired Ethernet.
The objective was to provide a precision timing solution for
AV purposes. As the split of the protocol between hardware
dependent and independent layers was successful, in PTP v3,
a similar approach is suggested.

III. REDUNDANCY

Network redundancy is an important availability require-
ment for industrial applications. In upper network levels, the
controller and the client/server network, dual-homed devices
are common. The actual network redundancy protocol is
however dependent on the application area and the supplier.

The simplest solutions offer the use of RSTP and imple-
ment stand-by redundancy by offering backup links, which
can be enabled in case the primary fails. Typical physical
topologies include bus, ring and tree structures.

The bus structure is not preferred as one failure might
render large parts of the network inaccessible, but it might
be used as one segment of a redundant network.

The reconfiguration time is a decisive QoS parameter for
selecting the correct redundancy protocol.

A. Rapid Spanning Tree

RSTP is calculating a minimal-cost spanning tree of an
Ethernet network. It is an IEEE protocol incorporated into the
IEEE 802.1D standard. While RSTP was designed primarily
for loop-avoidance, it is the primary choice for network
redundancy in cases where a moderate but not bumpless
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Fig. 6. PRP redundancy [14]

reconfiguration of the network path is acceptable (e.g., process
automation).

Extensive research has been executed for evaluation RSTP
performance and many automation network equipment sup-
pliers have developed their own flavor of RSTP. The biggest
advantage using RSTP is, that it does not require special
support in the core network or at the end nodes. The default
performance is acceptable where grace periods of several
seconds are allowed, which is extended to a part of the factory
automation field by the vendor-specific enhancements.

B. IEC 62439

As RSTP was unable to meet some redundancy require-
ments, a wide range of proprietary redundancy protocols were
introduced for industrial Ethernet. IEC has initiated a standard-
ization effort for high availability automation network redun-
dancy, which resulted in the IEC 62439 family of standards.
The standard describes several protocols and also references
RSTP. From the availability viewpoint, in addition to the stand-
by redundancy provided by, e.g., RSTP, IEC 62439-3 de-
fines two seamless redundancy protocols, Parallel Redundancy
Protocol (PRP) and High-availability Seamless Redundancy
(HSR). These two protocols provide zero switchover time, as
the data is sent always on two networks in the same time.

1) PRP: is one of the two bumpless protocols defined in
IEC 62439 and as such offer the highest QoS for redundancy
with the deployment of a full reserve network. The two
networks are in parallel operation and data is transmitted
continuously over the two interfaces. A merge layer is included
between the link and network layer to suppress duplicate
frames at the receiver. The topology of the network is a
tree with double-homed nodes. Single-attached nodes (without
redundancy) are also supported.

Fig. 7. HSR redundancy [14]

2) HSR: implements a two-directional ring and is sending
traffic in both directions simultaneously. This solution does
not require a double network infrastructure, but is using more
bandwidth, as the core has to be able to carry all traffic
aggregated and doubled. Special hardware for all nodes is
required, single-attached nodes are supported through the use
of a redundant coupler module (RedBox).

C. Convergence in Industrial Ethernet

Ethernet offers a key feature for further optimization of
networks, the possibility to use it as a single communication
solution which carries both automation, safety, security, com-
munication and other network traffic. The available bandwidth
and prioritization solutions allow effective use the network
without compromising service quality [3]. An example for
safety integrated systems is Safety over EtherCAT [8].

The use of shared infrastructure is still seen as problematic
from the QoS viewpoint. It is accepted that in a typical case
Ethernet can provide the necessary QoS levels but the lack
of composite traffic models and scepticism for shared links
is limiting the spread of using the same physical links for
different classes of traffic. Most of the issues are raised in
connection with Safety Integrated Systems (SIS), where the
safety function is using the same communication medium
as other parts of the automation network. Stakeholders are
concerned about that the probabilistic transmission or network
failure will stop the safety function. In contrast, the operation
principle used in SIS is that if the safety message is not arriving
in time, the system is going into safe state, thus the safety
function is intact, but the uptime of the process suffers. From
the QoS viewpoint this behavior results in both delay and loss
requirements, but probabilistic QoS might be acceptable as
only the process uptime is threatened but not the safety in
case of the network is failing to meet the QoS parameters.

Using QoS aware planning and appropriate traffic models
can however change the scepticism and result in better overall
performance. To prove that engineering can be supported with
tooling to achieve better QoS a proof-of-concept tool was
implemented. The tool shows that engineering aspects can be
used to ensure the use of available prioritization solutions, time
synchronization and redundancy solutions.

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT

The motivation behind this work was to reduce engi-
neering costs and to explore possible solutions for provider-
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independent configuration representation and setup of multiple
devices in the same time [15], [16]. The potential cost reduc-
tion in the engineering phase is expected to reach 20-25% of
the total cost, not counting the life cycle support.

The review of a project portfolio revealed that in most
installations 2-3 vendors are involved in supplying network
infrastructure based on various preferences. Although the plan-
ning of the network is done independently from the actual
manufacturers, the configuration and acceptance checks do
depend on per vendor knowledge and tools.

The expected result of the research task was in addition to
explore possible solutions, to create a proof-of-concept tool,
which can compose, deploy and modify configuration of one
or multiple Ethernet switches in the same work session.

In long-term, the vision of a common configuration and
management tool was defined, where planning, configuration,
as-planned checking, monitoring and life cycle management
was provided. Such a tool could offer a common interface
to plan a network with defining the segmentation and port
distribution (this covers the current network drawing step),
generate configuration for the devices (which is done typically
by engineers), deploy and then through discovery, check that
the network has the same structure as planned (for example
the VLANs are set up correctly). During operation, the tool
could read out the current configuration from a device and
upload it to a replacement unit, even if these are from different
manufacturers.

V. HARDWARE

To explore configuration possibilities, remote configuration
features of selected product lines were reviewed:

• RuggedCom RS9xx [17]: This switch line supports
configuration update using a built-in Trivial FTP
(TFTP) client or server, depending on requirements. In
addition, Secure Copy (SCP), terminal with Command
Line Interface (CLI) and SNMP is supported for file
and configuration manipulation. As all of the reviewed
managed switches, this unit offers a web interface. A
vendor-specific tool for monitoring is available.

• Hirschmann RSRxx [18]: This switch line offers a
TFTP Client, CLI access through telnet or the web in-
terface, a java-based web interface, SCP file transfers
and a proprietary Automatic Configuration Adapter.
This adapter, if physically connected to the device,
uploads or downloads configuration enabling easy
replacement from the same vendor.

• Moxa EDS-508 [19]: Has TFTP server and client,
CLI, SCP transfers and offers a web interface. A
proprietary Auto-Backup Configurator is offered for
backup and restore, allowing easy replacement from
the same vendor.

The research also showed that SNMP is supported on all
units, although the features were focused on monitoring and
not on configuration.

The review showed considerable differences between web
interface structures and the available options. The differences

Fig. 8. Proof of concept coverage

were big enough to limit reuse of configuration knowledge and
proved to support the initial assumption about cost reduction
potential.

Configuration data was accessible on all devices as struc-
tured text files, which were human readable and could be a
base for the configuration tool design. In Figure 8, the expected
coverage of a configuration tool is shown. The objective was
to allow up- and downloading, manipulation and storage of
configuration information.

A. Multiple unit configuration

One of the most important features was to check the
feasibility of configuring multiple units in the same time and
to explore the possible issues.

As part of the planning, a feature set was identified, which
were set the same on all devices or could be calculated
automatically. An example is the selection of the RSTP root
bridge.

Other questions were risen in connection with the long
paths and rings used in these networks. It was assumed, that
depending on the behavior of the devices, the configuration
might need to be topology aware.

The user interface was also a crucial point, as the objective
was to reduce engineering cost, which pointed towards a
simpler interface than most of the switches offered. This
request was supported by, that only a handful of features
needed to be set and most of the parameters were left at factory
defaults.

VI. ENGINEERING TOOL EXAMPLE

The implementation was focused on a subset of the possible
features. Based on feedback from engineering, configuration of
multiple devices and support of multiple vendors were selected
as key features, which should be supported by a simple user
interface. In Figures 9 and 10, the test user interface is shown
for single- and multi-unit mode.

The planned system was designed to cover tasks associated
with configuration and deployment stages of the engineering
process. To ensure, that options, which are not being used by
the system are preserved, the tool only replaces relevant parts
of the original configuration files with new data 11.
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Fig. 9. Single unit configuration

A. Requirements

• vendor independent, simple user interface

• remote configuration of one or multiple devices

• life cycle support with configuration versioning and
cloning

• configure selected features

B. Features

A subset of available features on the switches was selected
based on experiences from engineering. This set was planned
to cover most of the engineering needs without resulting in a
complex interface.

The feature set was defined for both single and multi mode
as:

• Host IP: to be able to set the device’s IP

• Port-based VLAN: allow the setup of per-port VLANs

• SNMP setup: configure SNMP access rights and com-
munity memberships

• Spanning Tree: select STP protocol and allow changes
in bridge priority

To support documentation, an automatic network documen-
tation generator function was also included.

A single unit configuration section was included for prac-
tical purposes and served also as a testbed for checking the
configuration generation capabilities.

The system was designed so, that it would preserve changes
made outside the configuration tool (thus allowing device
specific configuration for features not covered by the tool),
so the composition of the configuration data was implemented
in a way, that it is only changing the relevant part and keeps
the rest of the data untouched (Figure 11.

Fig. 10. Multiple unit configuration

C. Multiple vendor support

Enabling support for multiple vendors has risen several
issues, which were not foreseen. Even if all the switches
covered were complying the same IEEE standards, the actual
implementation and availability of features depends on the
vendor.

As a result, a vendor independent representation of the
configuration data was needed and the configuration generation
process had to be split into storage, representation and actual
configuration data.

D. Multiple device support

Configuring multiple devices in one session was considered
as the most important feature, as this would result in the
highest cost cut. Covering multiple devices also meant that
the difference between the per unit web interfaces and the
configuration tool might be the most emphasized.

Fig. 11. Composition of the configuration

For the IP configuration and VLAN settings, a matrix of
switches and VLANs was generated. This offers a single-
screen overview of a typical network in the evaluated projects.
The drawback of this representation is, that if a large number
of ports and switches are used, the size of the matrix is getting
large. This limitation was found acceptable in this case, as in
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a typical industrial environment low port count switches are
used, so adding more switches will result in a longer matrix,
but the width will stay limited.

The tool offers cloning of the port and SNMP settings to
all devices and setting the root RSTP bridge.

E. Connectivity

The review of connectivity methods has shown that it is
problematic to choose one specific solution. Even in case of
just the three product lines reviewed, different protocols turned
out to be easier to use.

For the proof of concept, for one vendor (RuggedCom)
TFTP was chosen for up- and downloading configuration data.
For the other vendor (Hirschmann), CLI-based configuration
and telnet. While being aware, that none of these protocols
provide secure transfers, this requirement was relaxed for the
current version. This decision was supported by that the tool is
intended to be used during engineering, where these networks
operate as isolated islands.

VII. LESSONS LEARNED

There are several important issues that were identified
during the evaluation and development of the configuration
tool.

A. Vendor independent configuration data

In order to support multiple vendors, the configuration data
needs to be stored in an independent format. Generation of the
appropriate configuration file or script depends on the vendor’s
implementation and there might be considerable differences.

Changes between vendors in most of the cases results
in information loss about the configuration of the device.
An example is the support of vendor specific spanning tree
protocols. The use of these proprietary protocols is beneficial
if the network is homogeneous, but might cause problems if
multiple vendors are present. If the original configuration was
set up, e.g., to use RuggedCom’s eRSTP and the device is
replaced with another manufacturer’s switch, the configuration
tool has to fall back on, e.g., RSTP, as that is the nearest
standard protocol which is supported by the new device.

If later the device is changed back (e.g., a device needed to
be taken out from the network and was temporarily replaced by
another), if the configuration storage depends on the vendor,
then only RSTP will be used even if eRSTP is available, as
the migration process will only create a representation of the
current configuration in the new device.

B. Topology-awareness

An interesting issue with configuration was raised while
the tests of the multiple unit configuration were executed. In
single unit mode, there were no problems, the configuration
was updated, the device was reset and after some seconds,
network operation was restored. The same happened if multiple
units were configured in an office-like topology (equalized
tree), where only a few levels of switches were involved and
the longest path was 3-4 hops. In case of industry-typical rings,
anomalies and connectivity errors happened.

The investigation showed that while the update operation
itself is done in a fraction of a second and it takes approxi-
mately 2-3 seconds for a device to reset, this was too short
to update all members of the ring. In the tree topology, the
devices were updated before the first unit decided to reset. In
the ring, however, these resets happened before all members
were updated. The result was that the network was falling into
fractions and in some cases one had to approach each lost
device separately.

As a result, it was identified that it would be beneficial
if in case of multiple unit configuration, the update would be
done with respect to the topology, starting from the leaves and
progressing upwards in the tree. The same approach can be
used in rings, as these will be represented as a long unbalanced
tree (in normal operation RSTP is disabling the redundant link
to avoid a loop).

C. Identical configurations

Although the switches used in this work were not the most
complex units available, it turned out to be a complicated
task to reach exactly the same configuration on devices from
different vendors.

A typical example is the configuration of a trunk port. In
one case, this option was available directly on the web interface
and in the configuration file, but on a different switch at least
6 commands in the CLI were required.

Another example is the above mentioned case of RSTP. In
practice, all major vendors have their own enhancements to
RSTP to achieve better convergence times. This also means,
that these proprietary solutions can only used on homogeneous
fractions of the network. If a device is replaced by a device
from a different vendor can result in weaker performance, as
all the units have to fall back on the first standard solution,
which in most cases will be RSTP.

VIII. APPLYING QOS FUNCTIONS IN ENGINEERING

Using the proof-of-concept as starting point, possible ex-
tensions towards QoS aware design were explored. The objec-
tive was to support more of the typical engineering tasks while
optimizing the use of available QoS functions. These include
traffic prioritization, optimization, topology optimization and
time synchronization [20], [21].

The first field was topology awareness. One of the impor-
tant aspects were to support the automatic inclusion of default
spares, which can be later used either for redundancy or for
extensions. Other properties were the automatic inclusion of
redundant links to reach a specific level of redundancy in a
spanning tree structure.

A. Topology generation

The size of the network has a negative impact on the
achievable QoS. The engineering tool could, within defined
limits, aim for reducing the network’s critical parameters and
provide an updated approximation of QoS parameters. In
topology engineering, the primary goal with regard to delay
and reconfiguration time is to reduce the longest critical path.
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First the critical path can be identified using Critical Path
Method (CPM) and then equalized with a tree-equalization
algorithm. The equalization can be supported by the configura-
tion tool with allowing the exchange of network infrastructure
with low effort (e.g., a larger port count switch instead of a
smaller one).

When the topology is finalized, protocols running on the
network might be optimized further, e.g., by manual assign-
ment of the RSTP root bridge, which has an optimal place
in the middle of the network: the point most centrally located
with regard to network paths.

If the QoS requirements cannot be fulfilled with the actual
design (e.g., redundancy offered by RSTP), the engineer can be
informed and the network topology can be transformed in order
to meet the requirements. This can, e.g., result in changing
a ring network into a redundant star (shorter paths with the
expense of higher cabling cost) or adding a secondary network
(if bumpless redundancy is required).

In case the QoS requirements of the critical path cannot
be fulfilled with topology manipulation, a technology with
intrinsic QoS can be recommended. The proof-of-concept
although supports configuration of several devices, the connec-
tion between them is implicit and the tool has no information
about the planned topology.

B. Traffic prioritization

Traffic prioritization in Ethernet is offering a feature which
can be easily configured and achieves a level of DiffServ-
like operation with relative-priority traffic classes. Network
devices support a number of priority queues and important
traffic is preempting less important frames. Depending on the
prioritization scheme, a probabilistic value for network delay
and loss can be given for the specific traffic classes. These
classes can be shared between several different traffic sources,
which might result in internal queueing. The correct selection
of the traffic to priority mapping is important for the desired
operation. Strict priorities might lead to excessive delays on
low priority traffic if the higher priority traffic is utilizing
most of the available bandwidth. To avoid exhaustion, the
loose policy is supporting not only priority and First In First
Out (FIFO) scheduling of the priority queues but also ageing
between the queues.

In an engineering tool, the priority-traffic mappings could
be done automatically in addition to the selection of scheduling
policy.

C. Traffic optimization

Multicast and broadcast is often used in automation pro-
tocols. Aggregation of traffic on LANs is less important in a
non-industrial environment, primarily because of the less strict
QoS requirements and the flatter architecture. In the industry-
typical ring topologies, where traffic is aggregated between
a high number of nodes, it can be beneficial to use traffic
aggregation to avoid queueing. During engineering, multicast
grouping protocols like Internet Group Management Protocol
(IGMP) can be used.

D. Time synchronization

Time synchronization is a critical feature on industrial
networks and some aspects have to be supported in the en-
gineering phase. The selection of the synchronization protocol
used poses different requirements towards the infrastructure
elements. SNTP is generally supported in all network equip-
ment, and since it is software only, it can be also deployed in
nodes which does not support it by default. PTP on the other
hand requires hardware support for the preferred precision and
thus limits the possible range of network equipment used.

IX. ENGINEERING SUPPORT

There is a considerable potential to cut costs in network
engineering if appropriate tools are available. Although net-
work management software are available and widely used in
office environments, their resource need and cost render them
unrealistic for industrial deployment.

The proof of concept implementation of a configuration
tool, which can partially automate the setup of Ethernet
switches aims to reduce the engineering complexity and to
support QoS aware planning and deployment of networks.
The main difference compared to proprietary solutions is,
that this tool supports multiple vendors and with a vendor
independent representation of configuration data, also allows
future extensions.

Testing of the tool revealed several issues associated with
device configuration, especially related to problems caused
by the topology and the complexity of generating identical
configurations for switches from different vendors.

X. CONCLUSION

QoS is an important property of a communication network,
independently whether it is used in an industrial or another
environment. The issues associated with providing specific ser-
vice levels on an inherently non-deterministic packet switched
network are the same, although the importance of the metrics
differ.

The uncertainty related to the probabilistic transfer time
bounds provided by Ethernet initially cause scepticism towards
the extended use of the technology. Most of these negative
opinions have roots in the past and refer to problems which
are mostly non-existent on current, typically 1G, full-duplex,
switched networks. To ensure, that Ethernet can successfully
overtake as primary communication technology on all levels
of industrial networks, a set of QoS metrics need to be defined
with appropriate weights to allow calculation of expected
network performance.

Current metrics and weights are focused on different appli-
cations, mostly AV, whereas industrial uses require a different
weight composition. The paper has pointed out several of these
metrics, e.g., redundancy, time synchronization, prioritization,
packet loss and delay which are more important in the indus-
trial field than in AV in contrast to, e.g., bandwidth, which in
the majority of cases is not a primary concern in industrial
environments.

Industrial topologies are also introducing problems which
were considered as non-existent in the office domain because
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of different network structures. Rings and deep trees are possi-
bly avoided in other networks but are preferred in the industry
sector. The depth of an industrial network can be approximated
with, e.g., (O)(log6 n) versus the office (O)(log16 n) where 6
and 16 is the branching factor, n is the number of nodes. This
results in a weaker operation of several protocols (like RSTP)
and result in a worse QoS.

A proof-of-concept implementation of a bulk configuration
tool is shown, which can serve as a basis for a more complex
network engineering and support system. Bulk configuration
of devices is the first step towards using already existing QoS
functions in industrial applications without requiring expert
knowledge during planning and commissioning.

The possible extension of the tool with topology manipu-
lation will enhance the QoS of the system by transformations
using well-known algorithms and open for selecting critical
areas, where the required parameters can only be reached by
using intrinsic QoS technologies.
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